
VOTER - we have a cunning plan to ensure we stay in power longer. 

You don't have to think for long to realise how unfair that would be. 

We've discovered that if us Tories make a law which prevents Scottish Labour MPs voting on English laws 
it will crush Labour's chances of winning another general election.  Since there isn't another party currently 
a threat to us, we'd be free to remain in power and cause chaos indefinitely!  

Just imagine what that would mean: 

 We'd be free to complete the privatisation of the NHS.  Us Tory MPs would make huge amounts of
money from our vested interests in Healthcare Insurance companies.  We'd consider introducing
legislation to make it mandatory for everyone to take out Healthcare Insurance in order to line our
pockets with more money.

 We'd continue our plan to abolish the welfare state giving you less tax to pay at the expense of the
elderly, sick and disabled.  The UN is already investigating us for our abuse and we're proud to be
the very first party to ever be investigated for this since those laws were set up.

 We'd come out of the European Court of Human Rights so we can treat you how we see fit and re-
write the law to back ourselves up.   We'll tell you this is for your own good because of the rise in
terrorism, but truthfully it suits our agenda.

 We'd introduce further laws and tell you they're to protect you against terrorism.  We'll abolish
security over the Internet to allow GCHQ to look at your emails, texts and web chats which would in
turn flood your computer with viruses and spyware.

So donate now and on May 7th vote Conservative. 

Yours, 

William Hague 

P.S. Please delete that picture of me with Jimmy Savile 
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